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RE: WPEA PAC 

PDC Case 34585 

 SCBIL File No. 3275-128 

 

Dear Mr. Stutzman: 

  

We write in response to Citizen Complaint #34585, originally filed on April 23rd of 

this year.  Many of Mr. Morgan’s allegations are absolutely unfounded, as described herein.  

Several of them seem to be based on a fundamental misunderstanding of the internal governing 

structure of the Committee, of campaign finance law, or even of the basic facts regarding 

reporting requirements.   The vast majority of the allegations should be dismissed outright. 

 

1) Failure to file accurate, timely C3 and C4 reports, failure to timely deposit 

contributions (Violation of RCW 42.17A.235, .220) 

Mr. Morgan alleges in Attachment A that since 2015, the PAC has filed 38 late 

reports.  This allegation includes many completely unfounded assumptions.   

 

First, all but a handful of the allegedly late C-3 reports included in Mr. Morgan’s 

Exhibit involve reports that were not late at all because the reports reflect mere bank interest 

that did not need to be reported in the first place.  Specifically, Mr. Morgan alleges that the 

following reports were late but each of these reports lists mere cents of accumulated bank 

interest:  

 

100792841  

100785032 

100772854 

100719530 

100705329 

100659868 

100655430 

100647635 
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The PAC was under no legal obligation to report this accrued interest in the first 

place, as the FCPA explicitly provides that “standard interest on money deposited in a political 

committee’s account” is not considered a “contribution” for reporting purposes.  

42.17A.005(13)(b)(i).  It is therefore unreasonable to penalize the Committee for failing to 

timely report contributions it was not required to report in the first place. 

 

 Several other allegedly late C-3 reports were not late at all because the reports were 

submitted on the first day following a holiday on which the reports would otherwise have been 

due.  For instance, reports 100785032, 100785030, and 100785031 were all filed the day after 

Labor Day in 2017; reports 100772854, 100772852, and 100772853 were all filed the day after 

Fourth of July 2017 (July 3
rd

 was a Monday so they should have been filed then); reports 

100705324, 100705323, 100705326, and 100705329 were all filed the day after the Fourth of 

July 2016; and reports 100655429 and 100655430 were all filed the day after Labor Day 2015.  

 

Further, many of the allegedly late C-4 reports reflected in Exhibit A are similarly 

misleading.  All but two of the allegedly late C-4 reports in Exhibit A are characterized as 

late based on the fact that, while originally filed on time, the reports were subsequently 

amended with more accurate information.  As Exhibit A shows, eight C-4 reports were 

amended on June 21, 2017.  At that time, the PAC became aware of the fact that a candidate 

contribution in the form of a check dated October 17, 2016 had, for unknown reasons, never 

been cashed by the recipient. When the PAC realized that the contribution had never been 

effectuated, it amended the C-4 reports that had been filed subsequent to that date to correct 

the reports by removing that contribution. In other words, correcting the October 2016 report 

necessitated a cascading series of amended reports. 

  

Moreover, Mr. Morgan is incorrect in asserting that a report that has been amended is 

necessarily late.  At the time these amended reports were filed, there was no law holding that the 

mere act of amending a report thereby transformed the report into a de facto late filing.  Indeed, 

even under the recent revisions to the FCPA as to when an amended report is considered “late,” 

set to take effect on January 1, 2019, some of the instances claimed by Mr. Morgan would fall 

under the exception for reports that are amended within 21 days of the original report but more 

than 30 days of an election.  RCW 42.17A.235(10).  The allegations regarding allegedly late 

reports should be dismissed, as the law does not and did not support Mr. Morgan’s suggestion 

that an amended report is a late report. 

 

Two other reports listed on Mr. Morgan’s Exhibit A are listed as having been filed late, 

but in fact merely appear to be late based on a typo on the form. Report 100676907 lists a 

deposit being made on January 16, 2015, but the deposit was actually made on January 16, 2016, 

making the C-3 report filed on February 3, 2016 timely. Similarly, Report 100647636 lists a 

deposit being made on July 13, 2014, but the deposit was actually made on July 13, 2015, 

making the July 14, 2015 C-3 report timely. 
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In another example, Mr. Morgan simply seems to have noted an inaccurate due date. 

Report 100719528 is listed as having been due June 5, 2016, but in fact that C-3 report reflecting 

a deposit made on August 31, 2016 was not due until September 5, 2016.  

 

Another four C-3 reports, all from 2015 (and outside the statute of limitations in which a 

citizen may bring an enforcement action) were filed slightly late due to the change to C-3 reports 

being due on a weekly, rather than a monthly, basis.  Specifically, reports 100647634, 

100647630, 100647632, and 100647626 were all filed on July 14, 2015, which would have been 

timely but for the switch to weekly reporting.  

 

 The remaining reports are literally no more than a handful, each of which was less than a 

week late.  While the PAC acknowledges that a very small number of reports have been filed 

late, any instances of late filings were never done intentionally or willfully, and were certainly 

not so widespread as to merit any economic sanction.  While the PAC in no way intends to 

suggest that any late reporting is acceptable, the extent of Mr. Morgan’s manipulation and 

over exaggeration of any late reporting bears emphasizing.  

 

Finally, Mr. Morgan’s allegation that the PAC has at any time failed to report debt 

and properly break down expenditures is wholly without merit.  The PAC has no debt to 

report; no services have been received or obligations to pay incurred in a month other than when 

the expenditure was properly reported on a C-4 report.  And in the absence of any more specific 

allegation claiming that the PAC has not fully detailed expenditures, the PAC is unable to defend 

this baseless and vague allegation. 

 

2) Failure to report last minute contributions. (Violation of RCW 42.17A.265) 

The PAC has not made any last minute contributions that would have required special 

reporting and this allegation is wholly without merit.  

 

3) Failure to list committee officers, timely file/update C-1/C-1PC. (Violation of 

RCW 42.17A.205, see WAC 390-05-245) 

 

Mr. Morgan fails to provide any specific allegations or foundation for this allegation. 

The PAC’s annual C-1pc reports have always been timely updated to reflect changes to the 

PAC.  

4) Illegal unauthorized expenditure of funds by an individual not listed as an 

officer on form C-1/C1Pc (Violation of RCW 42.17A.425) 

 

As noted above, this allegation is without merit. 

5) Failure to preserve books of account, bills, receipts, and all other financial 

records of the campaign or political committee for not less than five calendar 
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years following the year during which the transaction occurred (Violation of 

RCW 42.17A.235(6)) 
 

This accusation is wholly lacking in any factual support.  The PAC maintains detailed 

financial records as required by RCW 42.17A.236(6). 

6) Illegal depositing of campaign funds into bank account by person other than 

the treasurer or deputy treasurer (Violation of RCW 42.17A.220 (1) 

As noted above, this allegation is without merit. 

7) Failure to include sponsor ID (Violation of RCW 42.17A.320) 

This allegation lacks any support. The PAC did not pay for political advertisements 

during the pertinent time period, and has never advertised on Facebook or other digital 

mediums, as the complaint suggests.   

8) Failure to timely file form C6 reporting independent expenditure (Violation of 

RCW 42.17A.255(2) 

The PAC has not engaged in any independent expenditures that would trigger a 

requirement to file C-6 reports. 

In conclusion, the PAC concedes that it has made some minor mistakes and failed to 

timely file reports in a handful of instances. The PAC takes these issues very seriously and 

will redouble its efforts to ensure no further violations of the Act take place.  To the ex tent 

Mr. Morgan’s complaint includes unsupported allegations, in the absence of any 

particularized allegations, it is impossible to respond to Mr. Morgan’s vague and 

unsupported allegations and those allegations should be dismissed. 

      Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Danielle Franco-Malone 

Counsel for WPEA PAC 

 

 

 

evalenzuela
Danielle Franco-Malone


